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1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure. 1. LocaSon of four study lakes in the Taylor Valley; Lake Fryxell (FRX),
Lake Hoare (HOR), East Lake Bonney (ELB), and West Lake Bonney (WLB).
A shallow sill separates the surface waters of East and West Lake Bonney.

Figure 2. Average summer (Nov-Dec) organic
carbon inventory in three ice-covered lakes.
(A) Areal carbon stock integrated throughout
the water column; (B) Basin wide standing
stock, weighted by lake volume. (C) Mean POC
concentraSon during Nov-Dec 2009.

• Likely related to ice thickness, which
mediates under-ice PAR
Figure 3. Phytoplankton producSon (PP) in ELB and WLB.
(A) Modeled annual C producSon. (B & C) Mean measured
daily areal C producSon in Nov-Dec. Lines depict results of
generalized addiSve model (GAM) trend analyses. A higher
edf indicates greater non-linearity.
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2. MOTIVATION

5. Proposed Microbial Decomposition Assays

Many aspects of Dry Valley lake ecosystems are
predicted to change under a warming climate, including
thinning ice covers and elevated stream ﬂow. These
processes will increase in situ producSon and stream OM
inputs. To predict how lake ecosystem funcSoning will be
aﬀected, it is important to beOer constrain carbon loss
mechanisms, including microbial decomposiSon.

Preliminary experiments in ELB show decomposiSon rates were uniformly low (<0.1% d-1 ) compared to
phytoplankton growth rates of (~3% d-1 ) (Priscu 1992). DecomposiSon was highest just below the ice
surface and not detectable below the phoSc zone. The proposed experiments will build on this work.
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Figure 5. Simpliﬁed model of ﬂuxes that contribute to the pool of parSculate
organic carbon (POC) in ice-covered Taylor Valley lakes. Cyanobacterial mats
grow on stream margins and are ﬂushed into lakes during high ﬂow events.
PPR = primary producSon.

Based on Takacs, Priscu, McKnight, 2001 L&O

Table 1. DecomposiSon assays will be conducted in water containing in situ
bacterioplankton communiSes collected from three disSnct zones in Lake
Fryxell, East Lake Bonney, and West Lake Bonney.
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• Current measurements of C
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• Water column POC
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lakes (Fig. 2C)
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• Models reveal phytoplankton gross primary
producSon is variable
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• POC pools in Taylor Valley lakes
vary interannually (Figs. 2A, 2B)
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• We used hyperbolic-tangent models to
predict in situ phytoplankton producSvity
year-round from daily logged underwater
photosyntheScally acSve radiaSon (PAR)
data (Fig. 3A, Priscu et al. 1999)
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The McMurdo Dry Valley lakes are permanently icecovered by 3-6m of ice that overlies 20-85 m water
columns. These closed-basin lakes have strong,
permanent chemoclines and receive <5% of ambient
light in summer (no light in the polar winter).
Phytoplankton photosynthesis produces 4000-9000
kg C yr-1. Streams deliver organic maOer (OM) when
cyanobacterial mats are ﬂushed into the lakes
during high ﬂows. OM loss rates from sinking and
grazing are low. DecomposiSon rates are not well
constrained but are likely low (<0.1% day-1) (Priscu
1992) due party to low temperatures (<0°C). To
determine if water column decomposiSon is a
signiﬁcant OM sink, we propose to assess microbial
mineralizaSon rates at several depths in Lakes
Fryxell and Bonney by measuring the rate of 14C-CO2
released from 14C-labeled autochthonous and
allocthonous OM sources.
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7. SIGNIFICANCE
① Constrain phytoplankton and stream
cyanobacterial mat C loss rates in a
changing climate
② Determine role of bacterioplankton in
OM mineralizaSon
③ Determine role of bacterioplankton in
controlling CO2 in the lakes and ﬂux to/
from the atmosphere
④ Provide new data on P:R raSos across
end-members lakes in the MCM LTER

Sealed respiraSon vial

14C-label

phytoplankton and cyanobacterial mat
(Phormidium spp. and Nostoc spp.) as OM substrates

• Use uniformly-labeled 14C-glucose as a dissolved substrate

3. HYPOTHESES
① The majority of organic carbon will be
remineralized in upper, phoSc waters,
relaSve to deeper, aphoSc waters
② Cyanobacterial mats that enter lakes
during ﬂood events will also be
mineralized in the upper water column

• Collect lake water containing in situ bacterioplankton
communiSes from several depths at three lakes (Table 1)
• Incubate lake water with 14C-OM substrates
• Measure decomposiSon as 14CO2 released during dark
incubaSons (Fig.4)
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Figure 4. SchemaSc of experimental set up for microbial
decomposiSon assays. Assays for each combinaSon of OM
substrate and lake water will be performed in quadruplicate
for experimental and control (killed) condiSons. All assays will
occur in the dark at ambient lake temperature for 4 days.
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